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WELCOME FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2018 has been another exciting year for Mobey Forum. The convergence of rapid technological
innovation, regulatory requirements and evolving consumer behaviour is changing the banking
and finance industry beyond recognition. Our growing global community continues to share
these experiences, discover new opportunities and address emerging challenges together.
Mobey Forum has always been defined by this open collaboration. As we look towards 2019
and beyond, our unique and commercially-neutral environment will be more important than
ever. We provide a platform for members to identify and analyse the trends and business
opportunities that really matter in an era of disruption.

Elina Mattila
Executive Director

elina.mattila@mobeyforum.org

How can banks continue to thrive in such an environment? It requires new ways of thinking,
fresh approaches and cultural shifts. It’s never easy, but together we will continue to shape the
future of digital services.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chair: Jordi Guaus
CaixaBank

Juha Risikko
Nordea

Vice Chair: Bent Bentsen
DNB Bank

Oscar Sala
Strands

Kasper Sylvest
Danske Bank

George Charalambous
HSBC

Jukka Yliuntinen
Giesecke & Devrient

André Zölch
PostFinance

Veronica Lange
UBS

Maurizio Poletto
Erste Group Bank

Tom Pawelkiewicz
TD Bank

OUR MEMBERS

No one can predict the future on their own,
but together we can find the stepping stones
that afford a better view.

-

EXPERT GROUPS
The Expert Groups are what make Mobey Forum different.
Mobey’s Expert Group discussions create content you cannot google. Participants benefit from
actionable, strategic takeaways inspired by exclusive insights shared among peers. The trustful
and non-commercial nature of Mobey fosters these open discussions.

”Mobey is all about
sharing knowledge between
experts, people are
happy to share what
they know – but also what
they don´t know.”
Melanie Maier, Entersekt

”I just saved €100,000
in consultancy fees
following the Expert
Group discussion today.”
Mobey Forum
Member

BANK DISRUPTION

OPEN BANKING

DIGITAL ID

Chairs:
George Charalambous, HSBC
Tom Pawelkiewicz, TD
Jalal Douame, Erste Group

Chairs:
Mario Brkic, George-Labs
Luis Rodriguez, Strands
Jordi Guaus, CaixaBank

Chairs:
Jukka Yliuntinen, Giesecke+Devrient
Simon Austin, UBS

Helping banks navigate the
unprecedented disruption of the
financial services industry. What
are the next areas to be disrupted?
What makes for successful
disruption? What will the role of
banks be in the future and how
should they position themselves
for success?

Enabling banks to identify strategic roles
and new customer relationship models in
the open banking environment, together
with charting industry and consumer
attitudes towards open banking.

VIRTUAL CURRENCIES

INTERNET OF THINGS

Chairs:
Hans-Henrik Hoffmeyer, Nets
Peter Stephens, UBS

Chairs:
Veronica Lange, UBS
Sasa Skrgic, Erste Group
Examining the transformative
impact of IoT by identifying the
roles for banks, defining their
position in the ecosystem,
examining use-cases and exploring
business-models.

Defining the role of banks within
the identity management
ecosystem, exploring the key
market drivers and opportunities,
and analysing the feasibility of
possible business-models and
revenue streams through the
analysis of live case-studies from
across the globe.

Expert Groups create reports, infographics, videos,
podcasts and webinars addressing key trends across
the entire digital financial services ecosystem.
PUBLICATIONS | EXPERT GROUPS

Providing a snapshot of the most
important and influential
developments across the virtual
currencies industry to enable
banks and financial institutions to
take their first steps on the road to
creating their own strategic
approach.

EVENTS

May

260
Mobey Day TORONTO
Discussing how banks can
stay relevant for a new
generation of consumers and
embrace the opportunities
offered by AI and robotics.

“Getting insights from the
North American financial
players brings valuable
perspective, which allows
us to expand our view
in the Nordics.”
Thor-Ragnar Klevstuen,
SpareBank 1

March

Mobey Forum’s events deliver
an agenda that inspires strategic
takeaways and value from open
conversation for attendees
across the globe.

“We started a new
concept at our bank,
inspired by one of the
presentations at
Mobey’s Utrecht event”
Member bank

160
Member Meeting UTRECHT
Exploring the rise of connected
commerce and the importance
of experiential services.
Hosted by Diebold Nixdorf

December
September

170
170
Member Meeting PARIS
Analysing the challenges in
delivering convenient, secure
and scalable digital identities,
and assessing the opportunities
in going beyond compliance.
Hosted by Gemalto

“Best event I have been
to for a while and
I go to a lot of events.
Insightful and motivating.
Mobey should be proud.”
Dave Birch,
Consult Hyperion

Mobey Day VIENNA
“Thank you Mobey Forum
for the great content in
Vienna. Very interesting
and informative.”
Francis Mac Aonghus,
Oracle

Understanding the various
elements required to effectively
engage consumers through
digital services, and the
approaches, culture and
strategies that make it happen.
Hosted by Erste Group

Access Mobey Forum’s resource library

See all Mobey Forum’s upcoming events

“We find Mobey Forum to
be truly valuable and
appreciate the effortless
networking and open
dialogue among banks.”
Anthony Brady,
Handelsbanken

Questions? Contact us

Follow

Like

www.mobeyforum.org

Follow

“Mobey has kept its
capacity to bring open
discussion and
collaboration.”
Bastien Latge, EMVCo

